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NFT Toolkit Developer AllCertified Launches B2B Portal; Provisional Patented
Technology Creates Authenticated Blockchain Autographs to be Affixed to NFTs.
Philadelphia, PA, April 12, 2022 — AllCertified Inc, a leading NFT toolkit developer,
announced today the launch of their B2B portal, with provisional patented technology to enable
individuals to affix digitized blockchain autographs to select NFTs. This provides a new level of
authenticity and transparency to the NFT (non-fungible token) market coupled with new revenue
streams for athletes, artists, musicians, and social media influencers.
NFTs are collectibles, and fans, collectors, and investors know that autographed collectibles are
multiple times more valuable than unsigned pieces. AllCertified's technology digitizes an
autograph using a proprietary multi-point verification signing and recording process.
“AllCertified does not mint NFTs, operate an NFT marketplace or auction site, or host digital
wallets,” said Michael Eckstein, AllCertified’s Founder and CEO. “We work with multiple NFT
minting/ marketplace sites for them to provides these services. Once we receive a request for an
authenticated digitized signature, we work with the requesting entity to enable the required
autograph and all related metadata to be incorporated into the NFTs blockchain and smart
contract metrics.” The company is fully compliant with the ERC-721 non-fungible token (NFT)
standard.
As NFTs have increased in popularity, businesses and fans have also been looking for ways to
differentiate their products and prevent fraud, counterfeiting, and illegal derivative works.
AllCertified’s digitized signature accomplishes both. “Digitized blockchain autographs provide
additional levels of security, authenticity, and desirability for memorabilia collectors,” explained
Eckstein.
Digitized signatures affixed to NFTs are the natural progression in a collectible sector primed for
major growth. For more information or to book an interview with an AllCertified representative,
contact our Public Relations department using the information provided in this release.

###

About AllCertified Inc.
AllCertified is a visionary group of NFT gurus, experienced fintech programmers,
cryptocurrency miners, and industry-leading copyright and trademark IP lawyers with deep
contacts in the sports and entertainment industries. We have come together to create and launch
AllCertified, a unique company with patent-pending technology to create blockchain
authenticated celebrity autographs to be affixed to digital NFTs, first starting with athletes, then
expanding to artists, TV and movie personalities, musical performers, social media influences,
etc. on a global basis.

